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Command Summary

Command
/Subcommand

Description

@ Set Marker - Sets positional reference points in a
file.
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Shell

Beautify

Copy

Delete

Exit

Update

Quit

Find

Home

Insert

Jump

List

Move
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Page

Read

- Temporary exit to the Cromix shell.
Typing ex will return the user to the
edited file.

- Formats text between two markers on
the screen. Paragraph. left, and
right margins may be set for the
formatting. Text may be
right-justified.

- Duplicates text between two markers
to another location in the file.

- Eliminates text with the space bar,
repeat factor n may only be used at
the selection level.

- Leaves SCREEN and returns to the
operating system.

- Implements the edit changes to the
file.

- Does not update the file.

Locates the nth occurrence of a

string in the specified direction.

- Moves the cursor to the upper left
corner of the screen.

- Adds text to a file.

- Relocates the cursor to a specified
marker.

- Sends text between two markers to a
line printer.

- Transfers text between two markers to
another location in the file.

- Displays additional commands on the
selection menu.

Displays the nth screen of text in
the specified direction.

- Reads an external file into the

current text at the cursor position.

nS Substitute - Replaces one string with another n
times in the specified direction.
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Tab

Write

Xchng

Zap

- Resets tab reference points on a
line.

- Creates an external file containing
the text between two markers.

- Exchanges existing text.

- Eliminates text between two markers.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 DESCRIPTION AND FILE ORGANIZATION

The most common way to enter text or programs into a computer
is by means of an editor. The Screen Editor descr ibed in
this manual is one of the easiest to use and most powerful
editors available for this function. SCREEN was designed
specifically to be used with Cromemco computer systems.

The Cromemco Screen Editor displays an entire screen of
information during the editing process. A cursor in the
display can be readily moved around the screen to add,
delete, or change information. Special features of Cromemco
CRT terminals such as cursor positioning and blinking fields
are used to simplify operation to the fullest.

Cromemco software packages are provided with both this Screen
Editor as well as EDIT, a string oriented text editor. These
editors may be used interchangeably. A file created with one
editor may be edited wi th the other editor. The string
editor is necessary for using macro instructions or
conditional editing functions. EDIT must also be used if the
Cromemco computer is used with other than a Cromemco CRT
terminal. For the great majority of applications the Screen
Editor is the best choice. It is easy to use and has many
features not normally found in other editors.

One important feature of the Screen Editor is that it prompts
the user automatically. This is done by using the top line
of the screen display as a menu of command choices. By
referring to this menu, there is less need to refer back to
this instruction manual during the routine operation of the
editor. Another feature is that the user is politely
notif ied by a beeping tone produced by the terminal if an
illegal command has been entered.

1.2 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The Screen Editor operates as a program under the control of
one of the Cromemco operating systems, either CDOS or the
Cromix ™ Operating System. SCREEN requires approximately
10K of memory in the CDOS User Area or a Cromix user bank.

The SCREEN supplied on a CDOS disk will not run under the
Cromix Operating System and the SCREEN running under the
Cromix Operating System will not run under CDOS. These are
hlO distinct progr ams. They are not inter changable. They
are, however, very similar.
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A· Cromemco CDOS system with 32K of memory is the minimum
acceptable for most editing. SCREEN is compatible with
versions 01.07 or higher of CDOS. It is not compatible with
version 00.20 of CDOS.

SCREEN is licensed by Cromemco exclusively for use on
Cromemco computer systems. Cursor positioning and other
functions are designed specifically for use with the Cromemco
CRT terminal. Cromemco cannot assure proper operation of
this software package unless it is used with Cromemco
computer products.

1 .3 GETTING STARTED

The Screen Editor makes use of two files, an input file and
an output file. The input file resides on a system disk and
is the file to be edited. After editing, the resultant file
is called the output file. When the output file is stored on
disk, it may take the name of the original input file, while
the original input file is usually renamed as a backup file.
This means that even if you did make some error in the
edi ting process, the original input file is still saved on
the disk with the three letter extension BAK. Of course,
when you are using SCREEN to create a new file, there is no
input file and therefore no backup file.

The Screen Editor is contained in a file named SCREEN.COM on
a CDOS disk and in a file named SCREEN.BIN on a Cromix disk.
You can call SCREEN by typing the following in response to
the operating system prompt:

screen input'file

where input'file is the file that you want to edit. When a
file is edited in this manner, the input'file is saved
unedited with the same file name but with an extension of
BAK.

If you want your edited file to have a different name than
your original file, you will need to specify an output'file
name.

screeriinput ';fileoutput' file

6



When this is done, after an editing session you will have two
files, your original file (input'file) and the edited file
(output'file) •

If you are using CDOS as your operating system, these file
names may contain a drive specifier. In addition, if you do
not want to change the file name but do want the edited file
on another disk, you need only use a drive specifier for the
output'file name, e.g.,

If you are using the Cromix Operating System, input and
output files may contain directory path names. If you do not
want to change the file name but do want the edited file in a
different directory, you can use a file path for the
output'file name, e.g.,

screeh.letter.txt Ireceivables/1980/january

Now you are ready to begin. The best way to start using
SCREEN is by following an example. The next chapter takes
you step-by-step through an example that is sp-ecially
designed to illustrate how to use SCREEN.
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Chapter 2
Using The SCREEN Editor

2.1 CREATING A FILE

Type the vlord SCREEN followed by the name of the file that
you want to create and press the RETURN key. Use of the
RETURN key is indicated in examples by the characters <CR>.
The Screen Editor will respond with its sign-on and then will
display the command selection menu at the top of the screen.
This is what it will look like (all information entered by
the user is printed in bold fase type):

SCREEN BUS~TXT <CR>
CROMEMCO'SCREEN Editor version xx.yy

>Edit: @~opy Delete Exit Find Insert

new file

Xchng Zap

The Screen Editor has signed-on and informed the user that it
could not find an existing file called BUS.TXT so it created
a new file with that name. BUS.TXT will be the name of the
output file when you are finished using the Screen Editor.

Notice that the file name is written in two parts. The first
part, which can be up to a characters long, is the name of
the file. The three characters following the period are
called the file extension. Its purpose is to designate the
type of file. For word processing applications, the
extension TXT is used to indicate a text file. When writing
software program source, the following conventions are
recommended:

BASIC
C

COBOL
FORTRAN
LISP
RATFOR
RPG II
ZaG assembler

.BAS

.C

.COB

.FOR

.LSP

.RFR

.RPG

.zaG

Next, enter some text using the I (Insert) command. We will
intentionally include some mi stakes in order to illustra te
some features of SCREEN.
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>Edit: @ Copy Delete Exit Find Insert ••• Xchng Zap

I
>Insert: <text ••• > <esc>

THE..S-100 MICROCONPUTERBUS CONSISTS OF A<CR>
BANK OF 1000-CONTACT CONNECTORS WIRED IN<CR>
PARALLEL ONA COMMON MOTHER BOARD.<CR>
<ESC>

The Insert command is initiated by typing the letter I. All
command characters may be entered in either upper or
Imver-case. Al though text may be entered without carriage
RETURNsterminating each line, it is recommended that they be
included for increased readability of the text and
compatibility with the Cromemco Formatter. Any text (a
program, a letter, a series of numbers, etc.) may then be
entered. Insert is terminated by pressing the ESCape key
(shown as <ESC> above). The Screen Edi tor then redisplays
the menu.

After the completion of the Insert sequence, the cursor is
positioned after the last character which was inserted. In
this case the cursor is at the end of the text buffer or just
after the <CR> of the last line.

If you find er ror s whil e still in the Inser t mode, you may
back up and remove them by using the DELete key, CNTRL-A, or
CNTRL-H. The left arrow key of the Cromemco 3102 terminal
may also be used for this purpose.

Suppose the user wanted to take a break now and turn off the
computer. If the computer was turned off before wri ting the
newly Inserted text to the output file, all would be lost,
because the computer memory (which is where the text is
stored) "forgets" when the power to it is turned off. To
avoid this situation, the Exit command will cause the
contents of the text buffer to be written to the output file
(on a disk) and control to be returned to the operating
system:
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>Edit: @ Copy Delete Exit Find Insert ••• Xchng Zap

E

>Exit: Quit Update <esc>
Quit - exit without updating BUS.TXT
Update- update BUS.TXT and exit
<exc> - return to editor

u

>Exit: Update

lK written to BUS.TXT

The computer can safely be turned off after the disk has been
removed from the drive because the text file has been stored
on the disk.

2.2 EDITING A FILE

Now let's retrieve our newly created file and correct the
mi stakes. Call the Screen Editor wi th the name of the file,
as was done when it was created. SCREEN will find the file
we created last time and treat it as the inpl,1tfile. The
Screen Editor signal sits readiness to accept commands by
displaying the command menu at the top of the screen.
Commands can be entered in upper or lower-case; for example,
the Substi tute command can be called with S or s. Now we
will correct the mistakes.

>Edit: @ Copy Delete Exit Find Insert Xchng Zap

The first error is an M instead of an N in MICROCOMPUTER.
position the cursor over the N in MICROCONPUTERBUS by moving
right with CNTRL-D (hold down the CNTRL key and press D) to
the R in BOARD. Users with a Cromemco 3102 terminal may use
the right arrow to posi tion the cursor. Type X to call the
Xchng command and overwri te the N with an M. Press the
ESCape key to exit the Xchng command.

11



>Edit: @ Copy Delete Exit Find Insert ••• Xchng Zap

THE S-IOO MICROCONPUTERBUS CONSISTS OF A
BANK OF 1000-CONTACT CONNECTORS WIRED IN
PARALLEL ONA COMMON MOTHER BOARD.

>Xchng: <text> <esc>

THE S-IOO MICROCOMPUTERBUS CONSISTS OF A
BANK OF 1000-CONTACT CONNECTORS WIRED IN
PARALLEL ONA COMMON MOTHER BOARD.

The second error is that MICROCOMPUTER and BUS are two words
and should be separated by a space. Move the cursor right
with CNTRL-D to the B in MICROCOMPUTERBUS. Call the Insert
command by typing I. Enter a space by pressing the space
bar. Leave Insert by pressing the ESCape key and return to
the command selection menu.

>Insert: <text •••> <esc>

THE S-IOO MICROCOMPUTER BUS CONSISTS OF A
BANK OF 1000-CONTACT CONNECTORS WIRED IN
PARALLEL ONA COMMON MOTHER BOARD.

The next error is that the 1000 should have been 100. To
correct this, first position the cursor over the last 0 in
1000 by pressing the RETURN key to move to the beginning of
the second line and move to the right with CNTRL-D. Call the
Delete command by typing D. Eliminate the 0 by pressing the
space bar once. Leave Delete by pressing the ESCape key.

THE S-lOO MICROCOMPUTER BUS CONSISTS OF A
BANK OF 1000-CONTACT CONNECTORS WIRED IN
PARALLEL ONA COMMON MOTHER BOARD.

>Delete: <esc>

THE S-IOO MICROCOfJIPUTERBUS CONSISTS OF A
BANK OF 100-CONTACT CONNECTORS WIRED IN
PARALLEL ONA COMMON MOTHER BOARD.

Next ONA will be replaced by ON A using the Substitute
command. Call Substi tute by typing S. The computer then
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quer ies the user for the character s to be replaced «old»
and for the new character s «new». In response to this
query type "ONA" for <old>. After the computer inserts a
comma, type "ON A" for <new>. The substitution will be made
automatically.

> 1 Subs ••• <old>,<new> "ONA","ON Aft

THE S-lOO MICROCOMPUTER BUS CONSISTS OF A
BANK OF lOa-CONTACT CONNECTORS WIRED IN
PARALLEL ON A COMMON MOTHER BOARD.

To add another sentence to this paragraph it is necessary to
move the cursor to the end of the exi sting text so the new
text will follow it. Type J to call the Jump command and
enter E to designate the end of the file.

>Jump: Begin Cursor End <esc> E

Then Insert the new text and display it to check for errors.

I
>Insert: <text •••> <esc>

THE S-lOO MICROCOMPUTER BUS CONSISTS OF A
BANK OF lOa-CONTACT CONNECTORS WIRED IN
PARALLEL ON A COMMON MOTHER BOARD.
THE 100 LINES OF THE BUS CARRY ADDRESS,<CR>
DATA, AND CONTROL SIGNAL INFORMATION.<CR>
<ESC>

The edited text file will appear as:

THE S-lOO MICROCOMPUTER BUS CONSISTS OF A
BANK OF lOa-CONTACT CONNECTORS WIRED IN
PARALLEL ON A COMMON MOTHER BOARD.
THE 100 LINES OF THE BUS CARRY ADDRESS,
DATA, AND CONTROL SIGNAL INFORMATION.

Finally, we will Exit from the Screen Editor leaving a backup
file, BUS.BAK, and an edited file, BUS.TXT, on the disk.

13



E

>Exit: Quit Update <esc>
Quit - exit without updating BUS.TXT
Update- update BUS.TXT and exit
<exc> - return to editor

U

>Exit: Update

lK written to BUS.TXT

2.3 CONCLUSION

Having gone through this step-by-step example you should now
be able to use SCREEN as a powerful editing tool with your
computer. The following chapters describe SCREEN commands in
more detail and describe additional features of the commands
already discussed.

14
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Chapter 3
Cursor Positioning
Instructions

3 .1 CURSOR MOVEMENT WITH CONTROL CHARACTERS AND ARRCM KEYS

The cursor may be posi tioned with the arrow or control keys
of a Cromemco 3102 terminal and wi th the control keys of
other Cromemco terminals.

CNTRl-W
CNTRl -K

•
T

CNTRl-A

I- -I
CNTRl -D

CNTRl -H
CNTRl -l.-

j

--

CNTRl-Z

CNTRl -Jt

[n]

{CNTRL-{H or A},or~ } moves left n spaces
[n]

{CNTRL-{L or D},or ----..}moves right n spaces
[n]

{CNTRL-{K or W},or + } moves up n lines
[n]

{CNTRL-{J orz} ,or,} moves down n lines

where: n

{ }

CNTRL-

,...

is an optional repeat factor

indicate a choice from the
enclosed elements.

is the CNTRL key

are the arrow keys of the
Cromemco 3102 terminal.

Control characters are entered by simultaneously pressing the
CNTRL key and another character. CNTRL-A would be entered by
pressing the CNTRL key and the A key at the same time.

Arrow keys and control keys will repeat their function if
held down.
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3.2 DELETING CHARACTERS

In the Insert, Find. Substitute, Read. and Write commands,
text may be deleted using the DELete, underscore, left arrow,
or any of the "move left" control keys.

3.3 CURSOR DIRECTION

Cur sor direction is determined
upper left corner of the screen.
to forward by typing:

> or. or'+

by the < or > flag in the
The cursor direction is set

The cursor direction is set to reverse by typing:

< or r or-

Example:

>Edit: Copy Delete Exit Find Insert Jump Move •••

To change the cursor direction to reverse, enter < or r or

<Edit: Copy Delete Exit Find Insert Jump Move

To change the direction to forward, enter > or. or +.

>Edit: Copy Delete Exit Find Insert Jump Move

16



3.4 CURSOR MOVEMENT WITH THE SPACE BAR, TAB, AND RETURN KEYS

The cursor may also be positioned by using the space bar, TAB
key (or CNTRL-I), and the RETURN key. These modes of
positioning the cursor may all be done at the command
selection level.

format: [n]{S,T,<CR>}

where: n

s

T

<CR>

is an optional repeat factor.

is an entry of a space with the
space bar.

is an entry of a tab with
CNTRL-I or the TAB key.

is a carriage RETURN.

In the forward mode, after a RETURN character is encountered,
the cursor will move to the beginning of the next line. In
the reverse mode, after the first character of a line is
encountered the cursor will move to the unprinted carriage
RETURN character of the next line in that direction.

The cursor may be spaced forwards in the Delete, Insert, Tab,
and Xchng commands. The cursor may be spaced backwards in
the Delete and Insert commands.

The cursor may be moved forwards or backwards in the Delete
and Insert commands with CNTRL-I or the TAB key.

The carriage RETURN will move the cursor to the nearest
beginning of a line in the selected direction.

The cursor may be moved forwards in the Delete and Xchng
commands with the RETURN key. The cursor may be moved
backwards in the Delete command with the RETURN key.

3.5 SCROLLING

Scrolling through a file can be accomplished by pressing the
# key and then the RETURN key. Pressing the # key enter s,
65535, the largest acceptable repeat factor. Any Cromemco
terminal can scroll in the forward direction, but scrolling
backwards through a file can only be done on a Cromemco 3102
terminal.
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Chapter 4
Command Instructions

Beautify

instruction:

format:

where:

Beautify

Bmlm2

B

ml

m2

is the character used to call
the Beautify command.

is the marker that designates
the beginning of the text to be
forma tted. Refer to the Set
Marker command for further
information.

is the marker that designates
the end of the text to be
formatted.

Beautify does simple formatting of text. It will reset the
paragraph, left, and right margins. Beautify will also
right-justify text.

Steps:

1. Set a marker at the beginning of the portion of the file to
be formatted.

2. Set a marker at the character following the end of the
portion of the file to be formatted.

3. Press B to call the Beautify command; the computer will
respond:

Beautify: [Justify] [Margin] Begin <esc>

where only the markers that the user has set will appear. If
you wish to exit the Beautify command at this time, press the
ESCape key.

4. Press M to call the Margin subcommand; the computer will
respond:

B~autify: Paragraph ( 15) Left(

The initial margin settings appear within the parentheses. A
margin setting may be reset by entering the first letter of
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Beautify

the type of margin to be changed (P, L, or R). The cursor
will appear between the brackets following the name of that
margin.

The desired value should be typed in followed by a space
whereupon the val ue will be entered and the cursor will
return to the right of the subcommand line. Admissible
values are 1 through 131 for the paragraph and left margins
and 2 through 132 for the right margin. The value for the
left margin must less than that of the right margin. If you
wish to exit the Beautify command at this time, press the
ESCape key. Enter a RETURN to update the margin settings and
exit the Margin subcommand.

5. The right margin may be justified (made smooth) by entering
J. When this is done the word "Justify" within the brackets
will blink and the brackets will disappear. No formatting
will take place until the next step has been completed. If
you do not wish to format the text at this time, press the
ESCape key.

6. Enter the beginning and ending markers of the text to be
formatted. After the second marker has been entered, the
text will be formatted.

Example:

One of th~ most wide spread
applications of computers is for storing, sorting,
sifting, and retrieving information
from a data base.
In industry, the data
base may take the form of mailing lists, personnel
records, inventory and purchasing records, customer
lists, accounts receivable entries, or a general
ledger chart of accounts.
In the professions, important data bases
may included patient histories, client information, journal
references, or ~tudent
records. ,rnpersonal use, the data base may cpnsist
of a Christmas card mailing list,
birth dates of relatives,
or stamp or coin collection information.
In all these instances quick access to specific
infqrmation in the data base can be very important.

20



Beautify

To format this text with a paragraph margin of 13, a left
margin of 10, a right margin of 65, and right-justification,
first Set Marker 1 at the beginning of the paragraph. Then
Set Marker 2 immediately after the end of the paragraph.
Call the Beautify command and call the Margin subcommand by
entering M. The command line will appear as:

Beautify: Paragraph( 15) Left( 10) Right( 70) <esc> <CR>

The left margin doesn't need to be changed. But, the
paragraph and right margins do. Enter P and the cursor will
move from the right of the command line to within the
paragraph margin brackets. Enter 13 for the value of the
paragraph margin. If the cursor doesn't move back to the
right of the command line, press the space bar once. Type R
and enter 65 for the right margin. Again, press the space
bar if the cursor does not move to the right of the command
line. The command line should now look like:

Beautify: Paragraph( 13) Left( 10) Right( 65) <esc> <CR>

Press the RETURN key to incorporate these margin changes and
the original Beautify command line will return.

Beautify: [Justify] [Margin] Begin Cursor End 1 2 <esc>

Press J to enable right-justification of the text. The
command line will appear as:

Beautify Justify: [Margin] Begin Cursor End 1 2 <esc>

with the word "Justify" blinking.

Finally, enter the beginning and ending markers to format the
text.

Beautify Justify: [Margin] Begin Cursor End 1 2 <esc> 1,2

21



Beautify

The text will now appear as:

the most wide spread applications of computers
is""f"o£.~toring, sorting, sifting, and retriev+nginformation ·from a data base. In industry, the data
bape,mCiY:.' tak~ the form of mailing lists, personnel
recor.ds, "inventory and purchasing records, customer
lis;t:s'~:::":~lg:~O\.:mts;"receivableentries, or a general ledger
cha.r,t ..ofi" accounts. In the professions, important data
bases m~y in c Iud e d pat i e n t hi s to r i e s, c 1 i e nt
!nformat!()ri; journal references, or student recorcl§. In
personal use, the data base may consist of a Christmas
.capd"mailing list, birth dates of relatives, or stamp or
coin"' collection information. In all these instances
quick access to specific information in the data base
can be very important.
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instruction:

format:

where:

Copy

Cmlm2

C

ml

m2

Copy

is the character used to call
the Copy command.

is the marker that designates
the beginning of the text to be
copied. Refer to the Set
Marker command for further
information.

is the marker that designates
the end of the text to be
copied.

Copy is used for duplicating part or all of a file into or
onto itself.

Steps:

1. Set a marker at the beginning of the portion of the file to
be duplicated.

2. Set a marker at the character following the end of the
portion of the file to be duplicated.

3. Position the cursor at the character following the location
to which the selected text is to be copied.

4. Press C to call the Copy command; the computer will respond:

where only the numbered markers that the user has set will
appear. If you wish to exit the Copy command at this time,
press the ESCape key.

5. Enter the beginning marker and the ending marker. After the
second marker has been entered, the text will be copied.

Notes:

1. If the first marker is in the middle of a line when copied.
that line will be left justified.

23



Copy

2. To save time while copying a section of file to many places
in the file, reset the markers to the bounds of one of the
nearer copies. Resetting the markers usually takes less time
than the computer I s search time to find the mor e distant
markers.

Example:

~umeric variables may be assign~d numeric values.
The range and accuracy of these Idepends
on thei r type. 'L~

To copy the word "variables" to a posi tion before the word
"depends", first set a marker at the beginning of "variables"
and at the beginning of the following word. position the
cursor at the beginning of the word "depends". Call the Copy
command and enter the two markers used to delimit
"variables".

Numeric variables may be assigned numeric D"vf1lues.
The range and accuracy of these variables Id~pends
on thei r type. 'P"
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instruction:

format:

where:

Delete

D

D

Delete

is the character used to call
the Delete command.

Delete will eliminate text from a file.

Steps:

1. Position the cursor at one end of the text to be deleted.

2. Verify that the cursor direction is toward the other end of
the text to be del eted. If it is not, change the cur sor
direction.

3. Press D to call the Delete command; the computer will
respond:

Delete: sc>

If you wish to exi t the Delete command at this time, press
the ESCape key.

4. Delete the unwanted text with the space bar, TAB key, RETURN
key, CNTRL keys, or the arrow keys of the Cromemco 3102
terminal. If text was deleted that was desired, change the
cursor direction and move the cursor back over the deleted
text to retrieve it. This retrieval will not work if you
leave Delete and get back in.

5. When the unwanted text has been del eted f rom the scr een,
press <ESC> to implement these changes.

Note:

The Delete command is confined to working on the currently
displayed page.

Example:
I

Cromemco 6K'~E~tended BASIC.not only' generates
English-langua:'ge error messages, but it also
examines each statement as it is entered arid prints
error messages immediately.
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Delete

To delete the word "Extended" from the first line, set the
cursor at the first letter of the word and call the Delete
command by pressing D. With the space bar, space over to the
first character of the next word and press <esc>.
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instruction:

format:

where:

Exit

E{U,Q}

E

U

Q

is the character used to call
the Exit command.

updates the file and exits
SCREEN.

exits SCREEN wi thout updating
the file.

Exit

Exi t will cause control to return to the operating system
with the option of either updating or not updating the file.

Steps:

1. Press E to call the Exit command; the computer will respond:

Exit: Quit Update <esc>
Quit - exit without updating "filename"
Update - update "filename" and exit
<esc> - return to editor

If you wish to leave the Exit command at this time and return
to the editor, press the ESCape key.

2. Press Q to 1eave the editor without updating the file and
return to the operating system. No BAK file is created if Q
is entered. The following message will be displayed:

Exit: Quit
Screen aborted

Press U to leave the editor, update the file, create a BAK
file, and return to the operating system. After entering the
command to update the file,

Exit: Update

will be displayed.
creating the backup
system, the message:

Upon the successful
file and returning to
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Exit

nK wtittento"filename"

will be displayed where n is the number of kilobytes written
to the file.

COOS only:

If there is not enough room on your diskette for the updated
file, you will receive the message:

disk overflow

insert ....blank diskette (not in unit N)

unit?

where unit N is the drive with the input or temp file. It is
recommended that a blank diskette be used to insure there
will be enough space for the remainder of the file. The
first part of the file on the original disk will have your
file name with an extension of $$1. The second part of the
file on the newly inserted diskette will have your file name
and extension. The two parts of the file may be concatenated
using the CDOS XFER utility. Refer to the CDOS User's Manual
(part number 023-0036) for more information about XFER/A/V.

Cromix Operating System only:

If, while updating your file, there was not enough room on
your disk for the edited file, this message will appear:

Disk space':;~xliausted
Please mak.e space wi th DELete

EXit will return to Screen

You must DELete enough files so that there is room for the
updated file. Typing EX will resume the updating of the file
and return the Cromix prompt. At this point you may use any
of the Cromix shell commands. A list of these and their
formats can be displayed by typing help at the Cromix prompt.
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instruction:

format:

Find

[n]F/string/

Find

where: n

F

/

string

is an optional repeat factor.

is the character used to call
the Find command.

is a delimiter. Any non
alphanumeric character not used
in the string may be used as a
delimiter.

is a sequence of characters.

Find will locate the beginning of a string.

Steps:
1. position the cursor at one end of the section of text to be

scanned.

2. Verify that the cursor direction is toward the other end of
the text to be scanned. If it is not, change the cursor
direction.

3. Enter a number to designate which occurrence of the string is
to be found. If no number is entered, n will default to 1
and the first occurrence of the string will be found.

4. Press F to call the Find command; the computer will respond:

n Find: )ptring>

where n is the nth occurrence of the string to be found. If
you wish to exit the Find command at this time, press the
ESCape key.

5. Preface the string with a delimiter. The delimiter may be
any non-alphanumeric character, not a letter or a number,
which does not occur in the string.

Notes:

1. If the del imiter is a single or doubl e quotation mark, the
string as entered will be found. If the delimiter is some
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Find

other non-alphanumeric character, the case, upper or lower,
is disregarded.

2. Ambiguous strings may be found.

Certain characters have special functions when used in the
string to be found. These characters are:

?

*

\

will match any single character

will match any string up to 255 characters

will ignore the special function of the next character.
If the next character is not a * or a ?, it is treated
as an ordinary character with no special function. In
the commands that allow ambiguous character matching,
the backslash must be entered twice to print a
backslash. This is because the first backslash allows
the following "non-printing" character to be displayed.

Example:

100 Print"This is a string literal"
120 Rem Th~ spacing within the string literal
130 Rem and the Remark statements will not be
140 Rem changed by BASIC.
150 For 1=1 TO 10
160 Print I;
170 Next I
180 End

To find the second occurrence of the word "Print" enter 2F.
When prompted for the string, enter a delimiter, the word,
then the delimiter again. In this example, jprintj, "Print",
or *PRINT* will work. Be sure that the delimiter is not an
element of the string.

2 Find: tring> jprintj

100 Print"This is a string literal"
120 RemThe~spacing within the string literal
130 Rem and the Remark statements will not be
140 Rem ..,changed by BASIC.
150 For 1=1 TO 10
160 Print I;
170 Next I
180 End
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instruction:

format:

where:

Home

H

H

Home

is the character used to call
the Home command.

The Home command moves the cursor to the upper left corner of
the screen. This command appears on the Other command line.
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Insert

instruction:

format:

where:

Insert

I<text>

I is the character used to call
the Insert command.

Insert will add text to a file. Text may be appended to the
end of the file, entered before a given line, or before a
given character.

Steps:
1. Position the cursor on the character that the inserted text

should come before.

2. Press I to call the Insert command; the computer will
respond:

Insert:

If you wish to exit the Insert command at this time without
entering text, press the ESCape key.

3. Enter the text to be added.

4. Press <ESC> to exit the Insert command.

Notes:

1. If a line was appended to the added text, a <CR> was not
entered at the end of the added text.

2. If an error is made while in Insert, the user may backtrack
and correct the error with the DELete key or CNTRL-A.

3. Non-printing characters can be entered by prefacing them with
one stroke of the \ key.

Example:
To insert the word "Extended" before the word BASIC in the
following paragraph, first position the cursor on the space
before the first "BASIC".
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Real-tifue control applications often require
in~eger, l6-bit arithmetic. Cromemco
l6~ BASIC provides this capability along
withW direct memory, input/output, and machine-code
subroutine~ccess through BASIC instructions.

Call the Insert command and enter " Extended". If the space
before "Extended" were omitted, it would appear as
"16KExtended". Press <ESC> to leave the Insert command.

Real ....time ..control applications often require
integer, l6-;J5;itarit:;hmetic. Cromemco
16K Extendeq )3ASIC provides this capability along
with direct:;;mWemory,winput/output, and machine-code
subrou.tinewl;;a.ccessthrough BASIC instructi;ons.
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Jump

instruction:

format:

where:

Jump

Jm

J

m

is the character used to call
the Jump command.

is the marker to which the
cursor will Jump.

Jump will cause the cursor to move to any user-set marker,
the beginning of the file, or the end of the file.

Steps:

1. Press J to call the jump command; the computer will respond:

End [markersl <esc>

where only the numbered markers that the user has set will
appear. If you wi sh to exi t the Jump command at thi s time,
press the ESCape key.

2. Enter a marker designator. If B 'as pressed, the first page
of the file will be displayed on the screen with the cursor
at the beginning of the file. If E was selected, the last
half page of the file will be displayed with the cursor
positioned at the end of the file. If a user-set marker was
selected, a page will be displayed with the cursor centered
on the screen at the marker.

Example:

A cbmpllt:;;e~i:,~'~ad~vice which performs high:
mathematic~l'or logical calculations, or whic
proces9~E1i~nforInation derived from coded data
accordance, with, a predetermined program.,

Assuming that the marker labeled "2" is set at the "c" in
"coded", jumping to that marker is accomplished by calling
the Jump command and pressing 2.
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instruction:

format:

where:

List

Lmlm2

L

ml

m2

is the character used to call
the List command.

is a marker.

is a marker.

List

List will copy a section of a file to a line printer. The
List command is displayed on the Other command selection menu
at the top of the screen.

Steps:

1. Set markers at the beginning and the end of the section of
the file to be listed to the line printer.

2. Press L to call the List command; the computer will respond:

where only the numbered markers that the user has set will
appear. If you wish to exit the List command at this time,
press the ESCape key.

3. Enter the markers and the file section will be listed to the
line printer.

Note:

If the same marker is entered twice, a form feed will be sent
to the printer.

Warnings:

The List command will pause indefinitely when used in a
system wi thout a line printer. If this happens, the system
must be reset and the operating system reloaded.

This command should not be used with multi-user Cromix
Operating System configurations. Refer to the Cromix Spool
utility.
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Move

instruction:

format:

where:

Move

Mmlm2

M

ml

m2

is the character used to call
the Move command.

is the marker which designates
the beginning of the text to be
moved.

is the marker which designates
the end of the text to be
moved.

Move will transfer text from one part of the file to another
location in the file. Move deletes the text from the
original position whereas Copy does not.

Steps:

1. Set a marker at the beginning of the portion of the file to
be moved.

2. Set a marker at the character following the end of the
section to be moved.

3. Position the cursor at the character following the location
to which the selected text is to be transferred.

4. Enter M to call the Move command; the computer will respond:

where only the numbered markers that the user has set will
appear. If you wish to exit the Move command at this time,
press the ESCape key.

5. Enter the beginning and ending markers. After the second
marker has been entered, the Move function will transfer the
file section.

Note:
The markers will not be transported along with the text.
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Example: .

"~}Pia,14-g,~,gftarithmetic using the powerful,,,::
binary ....code:!:ldecimal (BCD) arithmetic instructions
Onema~,o~;E,~~,atHre of Cromemco 16K ExtendedBASJ;,C
which ar!='"un~9He to ":,,the Z-80 microprocessor.

&fi;t\,~ii!%m1(fui@>+.:h:8$mk;-rd;k """"."",,,,,,,,,,,_

The third line of the example will be moved to a location
before the first line. Marker 1 is set at the beginning of
the third 1ine. Marker 2 is set at the beginning of the
fourth line. The cursor is posi tioned at the beginning of
the first line. The Move command is called and the two
markers are entered.

End 1 2 <esc> 1 ,2

"Olfe In'.:l]9!" :Eeat~reof Cromemco 16K Extended BAS
~r~pid,~4-.!:ligi t ,arithmetic using the powerful,
'blnary-coded decimal (BCD) arithmetic instructions
which are; 11l1ique to the Z-80 microprocessor •.
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Other

instruction:

format:

where:

Other

o

o is the character
display the Other
selection menu.

used to
command

Other is a continuation of the command selection menu.

Step:
1. Press 0 to call the Other command; the computer will respond:

Notes:

1. When either command selection menu is displayed. all commands
may be called.

2. The original command selection menu will be restored when the
next command is issued.
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instruction:

format:

where:

Page

[n] P

n

P

Page

is an optional repeat factor.

is the character used to call
the Page command.

Page moves the cursor n pages through the file in the
selected direction.

Steps:

1. Verify that the cursor direction is set to the desired
direction. If it is not~ change the cursor direction.

2. Enter a number "n" and press P to display the nth page of
text in the selected direction.

Note:

A "page" of text is one screen full or 24 lines.
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Read

instruction:

format:

Read

Rf il e- ref

where: R is the character used to call
the Read command.

file-ref is the name of the file to be
read.

Read will copy another file into the current file. The Read
command is displayed on the Other command selection menu at
the top of the screen.

Steps:
1. Position the cursor where the new file is to be inserted.

2. Press R to call the Read command; the computer will respond:

Read :<f il ename> <esc>

Enter the file name. Prefix the file name with a disk
specifier if the file is on a disk other than the current
disk (CDOS) or a path name if it is not in the current
directory (Cromix Operating System). Include the file name
extension if one exists. If you wish to exi t the Read
command at this, time, press the ESCape key. Press the
carriage RETURNand the file will be copied into the current
file beginning at the cursor position. After the file has
been Read into the current file, the cursor will be
positioned at the end of the added file.
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instruction:

format:

where:

Set Marker

@n

@

n

Set Marker

is the character used to call
the Set Marker command.

is a number from 1 to 7
designating the marker label.

Set Marker will place reference points in a file with
markers.

Steps:
1. Position the cursor.

2. Press @ to call the Set Marker command; the· computer will
respond:

Set Marker: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 <esc>

Enter one of the seven numbers and the marker will be set.
The cursor will return to the previous position in the text.
If you wish to exit the Set Marker command at this time and
not set a marker, press the ESCape key.

Notes:

1. Markers that have been previously set by the user may be
reset as often as desired.

2. A blinking marker number in the display above indicates the
marker has been previously set by the user.

3. If a file section containing markers is moved or copied, all
markers in the file section will be reset to the last marker
in the file section.

Example:

One major feature of Cromemco 16K Extended BASIC is
rapid, 14-digit arithmetic using the powerful,
binary-coded decimal (BCD) arithmetic instructions
which are unique to the Z-80 microprocessor.
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Set Marker

To set a marker at the beginning of the word "BASIC" first
position the cursor over the "B". For additional information
refer to the section on cursor positioning.

Call the Set Marker command by pressing @.

Enter the desired marker number.

Set Marker: I 2 3 4 5 6 7 <esc> 2

A marker labeled "2" has now been set at the beginning of the
word "BASIC". It is a reference point that may be referred
to with the commands Beautify, Jump, Copy, Move, List, Read,
Write, and Zap.
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instruction:

format:

where:

Set Tabs

T

T

Set Tabs

is the character used to call
the Set Tabs command.

Set Tabs will place reference points on a line with tabs.
The Set Tabs command is displayed on the Other command
selection menu at the top of the screen.

Steps:

1. To set tabs press Ti the computer will display the default
tab settings:

Set tabs: <esc> <CR>

1 234
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890
T T T T T

If you wish to exit the Set Tabs command at this time, press
the ESCape key.

2. Position the cursor with the space bar and enter T at the
desired locations. Press <CR> to implement the updated tab
settings and exit from Set Tabs. press <esc> to exit from
Set Tabs without updating the tab settings.

Example:

Call the Set Tabs command and press T.

123 4
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890
T T T T T ...

To set a tab every third character from the beginning of the
line, with the space bar, space to the positions where a tab
is desired and press T.
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Set Tabs

123 4
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890
T T T T T T. T T

Press <CR> to save the updated tab settings.
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instruction:

format:

where:

Shell

%

%

Shell

is the character used to call
the Shell command.

Shell enables the user to temporarily exi t to the Cromix
shell and then quickly re-enter the file being edited.

Steps:

1. Type % to exit to the Cromix shell.

2. Any of the Cromix shell commands may be used at this time.
If the user's system has another bank of memory which is not
being used, other tasks may be done, i.e., running a program,
editing another file, etc.

3. Type ex to return to the file that was being edited. The
cursor will be in the same position in the file as before.

Note:

This command is for use with the Cromix Operating System
only.
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Substitute

instruction:

format:

Substitute

[n]S[Q] jstringlj,jstring2j

where: n

S

Q

j

stringl

string2

is an optional repeat factor.

is the character used to call
the Substitute command.

is the optional Query mode.

is a del imiter. Any non
alphanumeric character not used
in the string may be used as a
delimiter.

is the original string.

is the replacement string.

Substitute will replace one or several occurrences of a
string with another string. Ambiguous string references may
be used for stringl.

Steps:

I. position the cursor before or after the text that contains
the string(s) to be replaced.

2. Verify that the cursor direction is toward the strings that
are to be replaced. If it is not, change the cursor
direction.

3. Enter the number of occurrences of the original string to be
replaced.

4. Press S to call the Substi tute command; the computer will
respond:

[Query] <old>,<new>

where n is the number of replacements desired. If you wish
to exit the Substitute command at this time, press the ESCape
key.
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5. Press Q to enable the Query option; the computer will
respond:

tei Query: <old>, <new>

where n is the number of replacements desired. The word
"Query" will now be blinking. Query will allow the user to
selectively Substitute strings.

6. Preface the old string with a delimiter. The delimiter
should be a non-alphanumeric character that does not occur in
the old string. End the old string with the same delimiter.
Preface the new string with a delimiter that is not a
character in the new string. When the delimiter is entered
to end the new string, the replacement(s) will occur.

7. If Query was not selected. after the two strings have been
entered with appropriate delimiters the replacements will be
made.

8. If Query was selected, after the old string and the new
string have been entered the cursor will jump to the first
occurrence of the old string. The command display at the top
of the screen will be:

Press Y to Substitute the string. Press N to not Substitute
the string. The cursor will now jump to the next occurrence
of the old string and the user will again be queried.

9. Press the ESCape key to exit at any time during the command.

Notes:

1. To insert the same string n times along the left or the right
margin, Substitute using the RETURN key (~M) in the strings.

[n][S]/~M/ ,/@b~M/ will insert @b at the end of n lines of
text.

[n][S]/~M/,/~M@b/ will insert @b at the beginning of n lines
of text.

2. While replacing a mul ti-word string using Substi tute, use
quesion marks instead of spaces between the words of the
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initial string. This will cause the strings that are broken
up with a carriage RETURN to be found and replaced. Do not
use the question mark in the replacement string. For
additional information about ambiguous string references see
Note 2 of the Find command.

3. To delete n occur rences of a string, Substi tute an empty
string for the unwanted string.

[n] [Hl!st

Example:

today1s demanding applications, moie
are required than were provided in th~
Dartmouth language. A language that provides

advanced f~atures and capabilities is frequently
called. a~~xtended language.

To replace the word "language" with "BASIC", first position
the cursor at one end of the section containing the strings
to be replaced. Be sure that the cursor direction is toward
the strings that are to be replaced. Enter the number of
replacements to be made. Call the Substitute command. Enter
a non-alphanumeric delimiter that is not contained in the
word to be replaced. Enter the original word. Terminate the
original word by the same delimiter. Enter another delimiter
followed by the new word terminated by the same delimiter.

3 Substitute: <esc> !language!,/BASIC!

For many of today1s demanding applications, more
features are required than were provided in the
original Dartmouth BASIC. A BASIC that provides
advanced features and capabilities is frequently
called an Extended BASIC.
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instruction:

format:

where:

Verify

v

v

Verify

is the character used to call
the Verify command.

Verify will redisplay the current screen contents. The
Ver ify command is displayed on the Other command selection
menu at the top of the screen.

Step:

1. Enter V to call the Verify command; there is no response
other than the redisplay of the current page.
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Write

instruction:

format:

Write

Wmlm2file-ref

where: W is the character used to call
the Write command.

ml is the marker designating one
end of section of the file to
be written.

m2 is the marker designating the
other end of the section of the
f il e.

file-ref is the name of the file to be
written.

Write will transfer a section of a file to an external file.
The Write command is displayed on the Other command selection
menu at the top of the screen.

Steps:

1. Set the markers that designate the beginning and end of the
section of the file.

2. Press W to call the Write command; the computer will respond:

or End

where only the numbered markers that the user has set will
appear. If you wish to exit the Write command at this time,
press the ESCape key.

3. Enter the markers. Begin, Cursor, and End may be used. A
comma does not need to be entered. The computer will
respond:

<esc > ml, m2 to

4. Enter the file name desired. Press RETURN and the file will
be created.
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Notes:

1. Under CDOS, any existing file with the specified name will be
deleted.

2. Under the Cromix Operating System, the user will be prompted
if a file with the specified name already exists:

Then user should respond with y for yes if the existing file
is to be overwritten. A response on n for no will abort the
command.
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Xchng

instruction: Xchng (Exchange)

Format:

where:

X <text>

x is the character used to call
the Xchng command.

Xchng overwrites text. Each character entered will replace
the character at the cursor position.

Steps:

1. Position the cursor at the beginning of the text that is to
be overwritten.

2. Press X to call the Xchng command; the computer will respond:

Xchng: xt> <esc>

If you wish to exit the Xchng command at this time, press the
ESCape key.

3. Enter new text. DELETE, CNTRL-A, or CNTRL-H may be used for
backtracking to correct errors in overwriting. The RETURN
key in Xchng acts as a control character for cursor movement
and will not exchange text.

4. Press <ESC> to exit from Xchng and return to the command
1eve1.

Example:

Crom(2m90~).6K Extended BASIC is designed to rna}{imize
comput~s,ional precision, programming power, and
speed of execution by fully utilizing the extensive
158 ~nstrqctionset of the Z-80 microprocessor~

To correct the misspelling of
the cursor over the incorrect
and enter the correct letter.
command.

"computasional", first position
letter. Call the Xchng command
Press <ESC> to leave the Xchng

Cromemco,¢,6K Extended BASIC is designed to ma~imize
computat:iipnalprecision, programming power, and
speed of"~'executionby fully util izing the extensiye
158 instruction set of the Z-80 microprocessor.
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instruction:

format:

where:

Zap

Zml ,m2

Z

ml

m2

is the character used to call
the Zap command.

is a user-set marker or one of
the preset Begin, Cursor, or
End markers.

is a user-set marker or one of
the preset Begin, Cursor, or
End markers.

Zap

Zap will delete sections of a file.

Steps:

1. Set a marker at the first character of the secti on of the
file that is to be deleted.

2. Set a marker at the character just beyond the end of the
section of the file that is to be deleted.

3. Press Z to call the Zap command; the computer will respond:

Zap: Begin Cursor End [markers] <esc>

where only the numbered markers that the user has set will
appear. If you wish to exit the Zap command at this time,
press the ESCape key.

4. Enter the beginning and ending markers. After the second
marker has been entered, the file section will be deleted.

Note:

To save a keystroke when deleting sections of a file, Zap
from one marker to the cursor. This saves setting a second
marker.
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Example:

AII ..q;§~fputersare based on one ...fundamental col1cfTl?
--. the:mm:bina!,yy)..digi t. The binary number systemu.?e
only th~.digits 0 and Ii

The second sentence of this example will be deleted. Set
marker I at the beginning of the second sentence. Set marker
2 immediately after the end of the second sentence. Call the
Zap command and enter the two markers. This will delete the
entire second sentence.

All compu~ters are based
the binary digit.,

Zap:
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Chapter 5
Cursor Positioning
Summary

Control Used InDirectionDescription
Command

Set

[n]CNTRL-A

D,X< or>Moves the cursor to the
[n]CNTRL-H

left.
[n]

[n]CNTRL-D

D,X< or>Moves the cursorto the
[n]CNTRL-L

right.
[n]

[n]CNTRL-W

D,X< or>Moves the cursor up n
[n]CNTRL-K

lines.
[n]

[n]CNTRL-Z

D,X< or>Moves the cursor down n
[n]CNTRL-J

lines.
[n]

[n]

space D<Moves the cursorto the
left n spaces.

[n]

space D,T,X>Moves the cursor to the
right n spaces.

[n]

tab D<Moves the cursorto the
left n tabs.

[n]

tab D,X>Moves the cursorto the
right n tabs.

[n]

<CR> D<Moves the cursor up n
lines

alongtheleft
margin.

[n]

<CR> D,X>Moves the cursor down n
lines

alongthe1 ef t
margin.

*The command abbreviations used here are:

D = Delete

T = Set Tab

x = Xchng
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Notes:

1. The repeat factor n may only be used at the command selection
level and in the Delete command. The default of the repeat
factor n for cursor positioning is 1. Press the # key to
enter the maximum repeat factor which is 65535.

2. All cursor positioning methods will work at the command
selection level.

3. Arrows refer to the arrow keys on the Cromemco 3102 terminal.
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Chapter 6
Error Messages

DISK OVERFLOW (CDOS ONLY)

A disk overflow may be caused by EXITing and UPDATEing a file
which would exceed the capacity of the diskette or by moving
through a large file. The computer will print the message:

(not in unit N)

where unit N is the drive with the input or temp file. It is
recommended that a blank diskette be used to insure there
will be enough space for the remainder of the file. The user
will return to CDOS after wri ting the last section of the
file to the blank diskette. The two parts of the file may be
concatenated using the CDOS XFER utility. Refer to the CDOS
User's Manual for more information about XFER/A/V.

DISK SPACE EXHAUSTED (CROMIX OPERATING SYSTEM ONLY)

This error is the Cromix Screen counterpart to disk overflow
described previously. If you have exceeded the storage
capacity of the disk that you are using, you will receive the
message:

pi§k §ps:c?exhausted
'Please·maKe spacew.i th DELete

EXit wiT Screen

After you have received this message, system control will
have been passed to the Cromix Operating System. At the
Cromix prompt you will be able to execute any of the Cromix
shell commands. You will need to DELete files so that the
disk will have enough storage space for the edited file. You
may not use another disk as with CDOS.
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FILE READ ERROR

Receiving a disk read error generally indicates that the file
being read in has problems. SCREEN will abort upon
encountering this error.

WRITE ERROR

A disk write error will occur when trying to WRITE to a file
which would exceed the capacity of the disk. If this error
occurs during the WRITE command, the user will stay in
SCREEN and return to the command selection level.

FILE NOT FOUND

This error will be the result of trying to READ a
non-exi stent file, a file wi th a mi sspelled file name, or a
file name with a missing extension. The user will exit the
READ command and return to the command selection level.
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L
Chapter 7
Glossary

{}

[ ]

alphanumeric

call

character

command

<CR>

CNTRL-

cursor

default

delimiter

enter

<ESC>

file

file name

Indicates a choice of the elements between the
braces. The user must choose one of the
elements between the braces.

Indicates an option of the elements between
the brackets. The user may use the option
between the brackets.

A character which is either a letter or a
number.

Transfers control to a command or subsystem.

A character may be a letter, number, symbol,
<CR>, tab, space, etc ••

A command is an instruction to the computer
which specifies an operation to be performed.

Represents the RETURN key.

A control character is a non-printing ASCII
character which is (usually) used to transmit
control signals between a peripheral device
and the computer. For example, a CNTRL-W
moves the cursor up in the Screen Edi tor.
CNTRL-W is entered by suimultaneously pressing
the CNTRL key and the W key.

The cursor is the small white rectangle on the
screen which acts as a posi tional reference
indicator.

A reversion to a value already programmed into
the Screen Editor.

A character which begins and ends a string of
characters. Acceptable delimiters are
non-alphanumeric characters.

Synonymous with "type in."

Represents the ESCape key.

A file defines a group pf related information.
This information is addressed by means of a
file name and usually resides on a disk.

A one to eight character label which is used
to refer to a file.
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file ref

file name
extension

A unique reference to a file. It includes a
file name and a file name extension. It may
also include a CDOSdisk specifier or a Cromix
pa th name.

A one to three character label which is
frequently used to indicate how a file is to
be used. A file name extension follows a file
name and is separated from it by a period,
i.e., CHISQ.~, SHIFT.~.

flag An indicator used for identification.
manual, the flag indicates the
direction.

In this
cursor

instruction

line

marker

repeat factor

rubout

string

tabs

A statement that specifies an operation.

A horizontal row of characters.

Markers are positional reference points in a
f il e.

Incr emental indica tor for repeated commands.
The Find command will locate the nth
occur r ence of a str ing. The Substi tut e
command will substitute n occurrences of a
str ing with another str ing. Pressing the #
key will enter the maximum repeat factor of
65535.

A rubout is a backspace and erasure of a
character.

A string is a sequence of characters.

Tabs are positional reference points on a
line. They may be accessed with the TAB key
or CNTRL-I.
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CNTRL-keys, 15
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copy a file to the cursor
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copy text to a file, 50
CR definition, 59
Creating a File, 9
cursor definition, 59
Cursor Direction, 16
Cursor movement via CNTRL and

arrow keys. 15
Cursor movement via space, tab,

and <CR>, 17
CURSOR POSITIONING SUMMARY, 55
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D
default definition. 59
Delete, 25
delete sections of a file, 53
delimiter, 29
delimiter definition, 59
disk overflow, 57
display pages of text. 39
display the Other command

selection menu, 38
duplicate a section of a file, 23

E
Editing a File. 11
editing examples. 9, 11, 12, 13
eliminate text, 25
enter definition, 59
Error messages- 57
esc definition, 59
Exit, 27

F
file definition, 59
file name definition, 59
file name extension, 60
file not found, 57
file read error, 57
file-ref definition, 60
Find, 29
flag definition, 60
format text, 19
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Horne, 31

I
Insert, 32
instruction definition, 60

J
Jump, 34



K
key - ff:, 17
key - <CR>, 17, 55
key - @, 41

L
leave SCREEN and Update file, 27
leave SCREEN and not Update

file, 27
line definition, 60
List, 35
list current file to printer, 35

M
marker definition, 60
Move, 36
move cursor to marker, 34

N
n - repeat factor definition, 60

o
Other, 38
overflow of diskette, 28, 57
overwrite characters, 52

p
Page, 39

Q
Query, 46
Qui t, 27

R
Read, 40
repeat factor definition, 60
rubout definition, 60
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S
Screen Editor Description, 5
scrolling, 17
Set Marker, 41
Set Tabs, 43
Shell, 45
space, 55
space bar, 17
strinq definition, 60
Substitute, 46

T
T, 43
tab, 55
TAB key, 17
tabs definition, 60
transfer a section of a file, 36

U
Update, 27

V
Verify, 49

W
WARNING: List without a

printer, 35
Write, 50
write error, 57

X
Xchng, 52

Z
Zap, 53
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